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Staines Inter Club Film Competition 26.3.2021 on Zoom
Seven clubs entered films in the competition and nine members of PBFM took part in the
Zoom presentation on the evening. The Judge was Ken Wilson. We watched all the films
and then Ken gave comments on each film and his award adjudication.
“Avoiding the bombs” John Astin 8:03, a film about the emergency shelter at Balham
South Tube Station.
Ken said “This is a well-researched and informative documentary. Great opening with
shots of cars and pedestrians on the London streets and the commentary telling us that
there is history beneath their feet. A tour of the tunnels beneath is edited nicely into
archive film footage and stills from the London Blitz. Commentary is well spoken and very
informative. Illustrations and diagrams clearly explain the history of the underground
that was used in the war to shelter the population. Sound effects added such as
explosions create the right mood and make the film much more realistic. It is all very well
filmed, edited and researched. Editing is nicely paced and the finished film just the right
length.”
(awarded 1st place and the competition salver)
https://vimeo.com/412824516
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“Inside, I’m 35” a Surrey Borders Production 8:49, a video about new opportunities for
the over 65s including hobbies, holidays, dancing and a new car, made with support from
Age UK.
The judge commented “A quirky and amusing little film. Yes it`s true! We do feel younger
inside than we do on the outside. Music is well chosen as it fits really nicely. The use of
multi images grabs the attention at the start and doesn`t stay long enough to become
gimmicky!”
https://youtu.be/_WsfVDeV5nA

“Rookie” Bourne End Film Makers, 21:08, a story about physical punishment and torture
of a man for money, filmed in a workshop.
Ken commented “This is a film that starts off with menace and a feeling of impending
dread. A torture scene leads us to think this is some kind of gangster film but soon
changes into a black comedy. The film begins in black and white, but as the mood lifts we
see hints of colour which was a clever idea.”
(awarded 2nd place)
https://youtu.be/R1x8VWOVLlI

“The joys of canal living” 14:14, interviews with two long term canal dwellers.
The judge remarked “A well-made look at life on canal boats. Good easy to read titles.
Music fits well. Largely the film consists of interviews to camera and these are for the
most part well recorded both visually and with good clear sound recordings.”
https://youtu.be/M7sdxt4peBg

“The National Puppetry Archive” 3:53, a film to camera by the keeper of 5500 historic
puppets in a private museum.
Ken commented “A simple, well made short film. Michael Dixon talks to camera with his
informative details about the puppets and his words are clearly spoken. We have
cutaways of various puppets and a bit of the history of it all.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oymz3JR91VI

“Using corrugated bitumen sheets to repair a shed roof” 10:21 a film to camera showing
the skills need to undertake the task and the problems overcome during the repair.
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The judge remarked “this is another well-made film shot in a natural style. The
commentary is easy to follow recorded almost as he thought of it so not apparently
rehearsed. Such a DIY project is hard enough without thinking of making a film about it
too. Plus it all appears to be a one man job, both fixing the roof and making the film, so
very well done for tackling both at the same time.”
https://youtu.be/PPAu_hmTjdU

“Vandal Watch” a natural history documentary made during lockdown and showing close
ups of many garden visitors during day and night, but which one was digging up the pots?
Ken commented “The commentary is great, very natural and easy and added to the
general atmosphere of a quiet garden with birdsong. There are some excellent big close
ups of a Robin bathing and birds flying in and out of the shot captured from a hide.”
(awarded 3rd place)
https://vimeo.com/433092367

“Stupendous” drone footage in a bowling alley!
https://www.abc.net.au/.../hollywood-drone-video.../13241718
A single-take video shot with a drone flying through a Minnesota bowling alley has been
hailed as "stupendous" by a string of celebrities and big-name film-makers.
Key points:
The video is all one-take and the only thing added in post-production was the audio
It took about 10 to 12 attempts
The filmmakers were trying to encourage people to return to bars, restaurants and
bowling alleys
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The near 90-second video titled Right Up Our Alley — filmed and produced at night on
March 2 by Rally Studios — begins outside where the drone swoops in from across the
street and through the doors of Bryant Lake Bowl in Minneapolis.
From there, the drone flies in and around bowlers in the lanes and drinkers at the bar,
going in between legs and into the back compartment where the bowling pins are swept
up and set up and all around — all in one shot!

A foolish evening 1.4.2021
Thirteen members of PBFM joined the Zoom as jovial Ed Kinge showed a selection of ten
videos which had been made to amuse.
The first five were made by film maker Bob Lorrimer, who both performs and edits his
videos.
1) https://vimeo.com/101901976 “Hey Paula” (2mins 55s) the spoof version of a song, in
which Bob dresses as both Paul and Paula!
2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0VT3DO5ShU “The Drill” (2min 07) a job fixing
plant hangers to a pagoda becomes the DIY experience from hell!
3) https://vimeo.com/71674549 “The Boot” (3min 07s) problems with on line shopping
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4) https://vimeo.com/channels/312870/268166397 “Highly Likely” (2mins 56s) using
Novichok…
5) https://vimeo.com/113104551 “Writers Block” (3mins 31) “I wander lonely as…”

The second five films were an eclectic mix of humorous videos.
6) https://vimeo.com/528770734 “Peaceful End) - Triangle Production, members of
PBFM (3mins 3s) a beautifully acted one line gag
7) Sydney video makers club website – “Heavenly Conversation” 2mins 30s another one
line gag
8) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0RciZ351G8) “On day’s like this” Andrew
Saunders (3min 57s) Get ahead, get a hat…
9 )https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8E20s8QSAGI Ed Kinge – “Speedy” (58 secs) life
at a snail’s pace…
10) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGcKVumVO08 Pam Ayres – “Dad's swimming
costume” (5min 10s)
Members found the film’s most amusing. There was a lot of discussion about the Pam
Ayres video and our experiences wearing knitted woollen swimming costumes as
children, lovely when dry, but they drooped alarmingly when exposed to the waves!
Christine Collins says, ”As you will see, I am personally modelling my own knitted
swimwear (white with red edging), on Sheringham beach, of course!”
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Max Bender says, “There was once a photo of me in knitted maroon "trunks", taken
when I was about 6 years old, on the beach at Western Super Mare. I was squinting
myopically into the sun, said trunks were wet, and gravity was certainly taking its toll! I
have looked, but the photo is no more, and it’s probably a very good thing!”

The Making of “Peaceful End”
At Ed Kinge’s recent ‘Foolish Evening’, he showed a film called “Peaceful End” made by
Triangle Productions, which was Penny, Angela and me. He was very complimentary
about it, which surprised & pleased Penny and I.
I thought that I would just tell you a little of how we shot it. Firstly, the story was an old
comedy joke. Like most jokes it has to be ‘fleshed out’ in order to make a film out of it
and in order to hide the punch line until the end.
The story called for an elderly lady and a younger neighbour. The joke was that the lady
was having guests to lunch one day and had planned to serve roast beef and all the
trimmings. But when her husband went to pick a fresh cabbage from the garden, he died.
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The shocked neighbour asks “What did you do?” and the lady replies ‘I had to open a tin
of peas’! So, we needed a ‘wife’ and the neighbour and the husband. The obvious casting
for the wife was Marie Jones and we thought that Angela could be the neighbour. Both
were very good actresses. The husband would be seen from a distance. I didn’t want to
ask Ron to play it because of the subject matter, so Bob Chester was seconded.
The neighbour would have had to be unaware of the husband’s death for some weeks, at
least 2 or 3, so I made it that she had been on a world cruise.
So, the scene was set & Angela, armed with masses of holiday photographs calls on the
wife and the story progressed from there. We shot it in Ron & Marie’s house but Bob’s
garden scene was shot in Penny’s garden as Ron’s had been too small.
I was directing and Penny was camera person. The film was actually made for a
competition with the theme of ‘Through the Window’. To comply with the theme I got
Marie to look through the window and remembering her husband. So at the start Marie
was cleaning the window (seen from outside). As the window cleaner squirted onto the
window, Penny pulled back to reveal Marie’s face in big close up looking out and looking
sad. We superimposed the title on this.
Filming the neighbour entering the hallway from the front door was tricky as the hall was
very narrow and we needed the neighbour to pass in front of the camera. So Penny and
camera were slammed up against the side wall as Angela passed.
As Angela came through the hall and into the back room she was talking all the time. We
had to time her dialogue so that she reached the same point in the speech when she
reached the door to the back room. We would then film her from inside the room
continuing her dialogue.
When it came to Marie breaking the sad news to Angela, I wanted natural reactions so I
decided to have two cameras, one on Marie and one on Angela. That way they could play
the scene and react naturally. This worked extremely well.
I had wanted to end the film with Marie serving a traditional Sunday lunch but with
peas…! Marie heated up a ‘complete roast dinner’ including the all-important peas. But
on showing the rough edit to my Mother she thought that the film should end on Angela
looking shocked. She was right, of course! So I froze Angela’s face at the point of
‘shockness’ and supplied the end titles, and that was that.
The film is fondly remembered by many people and that is due to two main things: the
excellent acting and the use of big close-ups most of the time. It’s generally referred to as
the ‘PEAS’ film!
Ps. the title was also thought up by my mother….invaluable!
Christine Collins
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THE IAC BRITISH INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR FILM COMPETITION 2021
Three members of Potter Bar FilmMakers entered films for this year’s IAC BIAFF online
Competition, run by David Newman.
Christine Collins was awarded 4 stars for her entry “The Appeal of WW1”
https://www.biaff.org.uk/2021-appeal-of-ww1-the.html
Andrew Tweed was awarded 3 stars for his entry “Coast to coast”
https://www.biaff.org.uk/2021-coast-to-coat.html
3 stars for “Renovation” https://www.biaff.org.uk/2021-renovation.html
and 4 stars for “Covid 19 – a lockdown diary”
https://www.biaff.org.uk/2021-covid-19-lockdown-diary.html
John Astin was posthumously awarded 4 stars for “Avoiding the bombs”
https://www.biaff.org.uk/2021-avoiding-the-bombs.html
and 4 stars for “The Vivarais Revisited” https://www.biaff.org.uk/2021-vivarais-revisitedthe.html

The BIAFF Festival was held from Friday 16th April to Sunday 18th April. Films were
available to watch at specific times over the weekend but it was not possible to watch
chosen films at any time, as it was during the 2020 Festival. I managed to see a selection
of the films despite this issue, by searching for them on YouTube or Vimeo. After the
Festival closed, a number of films were put on a “links” page on the Festival website.
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“BoxBots” (2.05) by Ross Green and Jordan Coles 5*, a well animated film of two toy
robots who come to life and fight while their owner has left the room, but he returns!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRbjhwuvcaA
“Watermorphosis” (4.16) by Sophie Henriksson (Germany) 5*, a film of three underwater
“dancers” who become surrounded and enveloped by plastic waste. This film won the
“Best photography” award.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LxM84gxBxY
“Arthur & Peggy's Continental Holiday” (8.41) by Peter Silk (Essex) 5*, a 1951 holiday to
Switzerland, told by their granddaughter, with historic photos and documentation from
the journey, a totally delightful film.
https://vimeo.com/504359726
“Sheia Eyes” (9.00) Nathaniel Bertram 5* a science fiction story where everything is not
what it seems.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTIX3eatXUo
“Toppy” (11.06) by Howard Smith 4* In this psychological thriller, young Freya has a
sinister imaginary friend named Toppy. Her mother has every reason to be worried…
https://vimeo.com/397040197
Christine’s Montage video of the work of John Astin was shown on the final day of BIAFF
and here is how it came about, by email;
April 17th 17.30pm
Hello Christine and Andrew
I hope you are enjoying BIAFF. I certainly enjoyed the evening you organised to celebrate
John Astin’s work.
On that subject, might it be possible to show the montage you made during tomorrow’s
winners’ show? If so, would you be able to send me a link? Is it on YouTube or Vimeo?
I hope I’m not too late in asking!
Best wishes,
Paul (Kittel)
17.4.21.17.45pm
Hi Paul,
So glad that you enjoyed Thursday evening.
The montage is on my Vimeo site but here is the link:
https://vimeo.com/user122769907/
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It runs for almost exactly 6mins.
I'm delighted that you might show it at the winners show....it was quite difficult to
produce a montage of such a prolific film maker!
Good Luck,
Let me know how it goes down.....as I shall not be joining the show.
Regards,
Christine
17.4.21. 19.29pm
Thanks Christine.
That’s wonderful.
I believe Simon would like to show it at the end of tomorrow’s second session. I know you
said you weren’t intending to join the meeting, but he asks if you might be free to say a
few words by way of introduction.
If you are free, that would be great. If not, I’m sure Simon will find some apt words.
Best wishes
Paul
17.4.21. 21.22pm
I'll give it a whirl! Thanks.
Chris

17.4.21 21.33pm
Wonderful! One final request! Do you have a nice photograph of John that we can use as
a slide while we talk about him?
Best wishes, Paul.

17.4.21.

22.59pm

Hi Paul,
Herewith some JA pix.....not too good but I haven't many to choose from!
CC
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After all that I got into the BIAFF Sunday Show and saw several of the major prize winning
films. Just before the lunch break Simon Sumner, the Chairman, said that they would be
showing the montage. He asked me to say a few words. All I could say, really, was that I
had rashly volunteered to make a montage and that it had been very difficult to pick out
suitable examples from over 35 films available on John's Vimeo site. Andrew was delayed
getting into the meeting as he had been decorating! He wouldn't show a picture of
himself, so I assume that a lot of the paint had decorated Andrew!!
They showed the montage....followed by a brief round of applause, intended for John's
work I'm sure. And then they all rushed off to their Sunday lunch!
Running BIAFF via Zoom is strange and it doesn't replace the physical feeling of being at a
show. Also the 'audience' tend to post messages on the 'Chat' whilst the film is
running....anyway at least BIAFF took place and John got his moment in the spotlight, but
not in the circumstances that he would have wished, I'm sure.
Christine Collins

Nostalgic road safety adverts
Andrew Saunders led a Zoom evening on Thursday 29th April with 12 members and we
welcomed two guests, Anne Harris and her son Joseph.
Andrew showed nine short road safety videos from the past as a compilation video on
YouTube. The first was of two children in a British Leyland Mini demonstrating rear seat
belts, a new feature then, unfortunately their teddy was not strapped in and fell to the
floor when the car braked. We then saw a slow motion accident and an advert “Clunk,
click, every trip”.
Adam West played Batman in the next safety film, followed by Dave Prowse as “Green
Cross Code” Man. Dave then did a reprise as an older version of the same character.
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Frank Thornton then spoke as though he was a car in an amusing safety film. British
Pathe News made safety films too, a male car driver becomes a thoughtless driver when
alone! The cast of “Dad’s Army” made a very humorous safety advert about a “new style”
Pelican crossing. The final film was longer and, made by the Ministry of Transport,
showed the dangers of speeding and making tight manoeuvres on a motor bike.
https://youtu.be/VWC5cUeiL2k
The evening ended with discussion about other old safety films including the “Joe and
Petunia” beach cartoons, now available on YouTube. Daphne Brown also talked about
her film making in Zimbabwe for the “Stones to Water” project.

PBFM on Potters Bar Radio
On Saturday 1st May, Christine Collins, Andrew Saunders, Andrew Tweed and Max Bender
were interviewed by Mary Holt on Zoom for a two hour programme on Potters Bar Radio.
Several other club members sent in requests and dedications for the programme.
- we had to introduce ourselves
- saying why we like being part of FilmMakers (how long we been a member and what we
do for the club)
- our dedication to anyone or for anything
- and our music choice and artist
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We then answered questions from Mary about the history of the club, film making,
competitions, equipment, where we meet, costs, social activities, lockdown and Zoom,
and where to get further information about the club. I hope it will be entertaining for
members to have heard the programme and that it might attract new people to the club.
Our film club member, Chris Cook, who is heavily involved in Potters Bar Radio said,

Unlike most radio stations we don't have to chase numbers as there are no advertisers to
please. We therefore have plenty of freedom to produce programmes that listeners can
'make an appointment' to listen to.
Naturally, we all hope there are people out there listening to our output. I think in time
people will become used to tuning in at certain times. One programme yesterday
featured interviews with musicians who have tens of thousands of followers who have
now been told about us.
We will never compete with 'the big boys' but we can do things that they can't (or won't)
do.
Chris Cook
Potters Bar Radio
www.pbradio.co.uk.
"By the Community, for the Community".
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Q and A session - Thursday 13th May on Zoom
The session was a discussion with Chris Cook answering questions about Potters Bar
Radio. Chris explained that there were two channels to choose from, with programmes
repeated on channel two “Extra”. He had a wide variety of programmes, including one on
geology and they all playing music of different genres. There are ten regular presenters
who have been trained on radio technique.
Potters Bar Radio have an internet copyright licence so programmes can include any
music of the presenter’s choice. Chris presents the early evening show and has done so
for over a year since the radio station began broadcasting. He has streamed services from
two local churches during lockdown to enable people at home to hear them. Most shows
are recorded in people’s houses but Chris is also able to broadcast from his boat. Music is
in MP3 format. Some shows are brought in pre-recorded and some are live.
The radio station has received donations which have helped pay for equipment and
licences. Chris finds that personal stories go down well with listeners and that the shows
are “timeless”. The audience are both local and further afield including abroad. Chris
really enjoys being a presenter and feels that the radio station has helped people keep
connected within the local community during lockdown.

A blast from a past, News Letter September 1987
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The club used to print its News Letters on a messy black ink Gestetner duplicating
machine in the 1980s. This photo comes from that era. It is certainly easier to produce
News Letters now, using a computer, email and colour scanners and photocopiers.
Penny Love remembered;
“Goodness, fancy that pic still being around, it must have been a very long time ago going
by the top and blouse I am wearing, very fashionable at the time,
I remember the blouse, it was a cream silky material with a pattern on in the same colour
and I made it. I used to sew and knit most of my clothes in those days and it was lovely
choosing the materials. In the days of my youth a friend and I went to Spain for our hols
and, as is usual with those sort of hols, we went to the local market and I honed in on the
material stall and bought two lengths and could hardly wait to make them up when I got
home.
Maybe Christine can remember when/where the pic was taken but I notice she has a glass
of something with her, so maybe one of our dinners and FOY evenings, but looks like
papers in front of me. I wouldn't think it was a committee meeting, if it was, then
committee meetings have certainly changed since then!!!!”
Christine Collins added;
“I cannot add any more details, except to guess that it might be a quiz of some sort....or
maybe Penny and I were judging somewhere......”
“one of our members worked for Gestener (I think) and we got one of those (duplicators).
Before all that, I was Newsletter editor and was working for A&M Denis in Southgate at
the time and used to do the newsletter at the office. My mother would type the pages
(yes, and with that nail varnish type stuff ‘for corrections’) and I would run off the
copies...it took forever! Including collating and stapling! I used to do little drawings for
the top of each article (and the cover!......no photos, of course) so how that got printed,
I'm not sure.

YET ANOTHER VERY GENEROUS DONATION
What a lovely surprise when I opened my emails one day in May. John Parkes daughter
said that they had put John’s Avio editing machine into the IAC FVM magazine asking if
anyone would like it.
If you’ve never heard of an Avio, it’s a sort of computer using your TV as the monitor but
less complicated, well when they started they were, but are now much more
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sophisticated, even giving access to the internet, and give excellent results. One of our
previous members had bought one, gave us a demo at one of our meetings, and several
of us were hooked. I still have one as does Sid Dawkins and Jacques. Other club’s
members also bought them but they seemed to be somewhat looked down on by ‘proper
computer’ users. No idea why but that’s people for you. You always think what you have
is the best!!!
A chap from Liverpool said he would like it and although the Parkes family were only too
willing to give it to whoever took it, the chap said he would like to make a donation to
whichever charity or group they would like.
The family said they knew that John would love PBFM to benefit from this offer so a £75
cheque will soon be on its way, or may already have arrived, with our Hon Treas.
For those of you who never met John, he was a great stalwart of our group and made
many films over the years, and won the coveted Film Maker of the Year Award. In fact
the ‘Film of the Year’ award was renamed in his honour after he died. It’s now The John
Parkes Film of the Year Award.
He, like John Astin, was a great train enthusiast. He was often to be seen alongside a rail
track with his camera if a special train was coming through, like the time the Flying
Scotsman came through Potters Bar.
He and Jeanne went to the Eden project soon after it opened, camera in hand of course,
and for many of us that was the first, and probably the only, time we had seen inside.
Spectacular.
Another of his films was taken when we had that horrendous storm, 1987 I think, and
regardless of any danger, huge amount of trees down, dreadful damage to property, and
no doubt with Jeanne shouting after him to be careful, there he was, filming away and
resulted in a very good film called Vortex.
Frinton was a regular holiday destination for him and Jeanne as he had a cousin who lived
there and if there were any ‘events’ going on, there he was again, camera in hand to
capture it all. He made a very interesting film when his cousin died and due to her
connections with the Life Boats, arrangements were made for her ashes to be scattered
at sea from one of the boats. The weather was atrocious but this made no difference to
John and there he was, getting soaking wet, but determined to take the shots for the
finished film we saw.
John was probably most well known as being our competition officer, and projectionist at
club nights, for many years. If we were hosting any inter-club competitions he was the
one sitting behind the projector and other bits and pieces of equipment, pressing all the
right buttons at the right time. We never had any concerns about whether it would all
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run OK, it always did, and perfectly every time. Our public shows were only one example
of his efficiency.

This photo was taken on 3.2. 2010 at “Wild Hill WI” when John showed some of his, and
other member’s films, including “The Sea Life Centre in Southend” and “A special holiday
in Venice”.
Whenever we all went to another club for an outside competition and the projection of
the programme was a bit ‘ropey’, we could hear him quietly groaning and no doubt poor
Jeanne had to put up with him saying what it should have been like, and why is wasn’t, all
the way home !!
John is another great loss to the club, not only as a member and for all he did for it, but
as a very reliable, helpful, thoughtful person and you will often hear us speak of him.
PENNY LOVE
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POTTERS BAR FILMMAKERS
__________________________

FILM OF THE YEAR COMPETITION 2021

The Film & Video
Institute

Judge: Howard-Smith FACI(M)

On Thursday 27th May 2021, the annual Film of the Year Competition took place on
Zoom. Club members were joined by judge, Howard Smith FACI, Olu Kuforjii, Mr Morgan,
Mike Rudge, Brenda Granshaw and John Astin’s cousin David Astin. During the year,
twenty nine films were entered into club competitions and twenty three of them were
entered into this year’s Film of the Year. Andrew Tweed made a 31 minute compilation
showing an excerpt from each film https://youtu.be/c_Ct2q6kFSE
Howard explained that he had been making films since 1970 and that he was sending
each entrant a short critique of their films. He commented that it would be good to see
more comedy films and that “Star Now” were a group of actors who would perform in
films for free or just travelling expenses.
The “John Parkes Shield” was presented to the Film of the Year and a new trophy, named
after John Astin, was presented for Best Documentary. No Graduate film award was
made this year as only one was made, and it was not entered into Film of the Year.
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RESULTS
1st Place (Film of the Year):
The Vivarais Revisited (John Astin)
2nd Place (1st runner-up):
What Did You Do in Lockdown, Grandad? (Andrew Tweed)
3rd Place (2nd runner-up):
The Appeal of WW1 (Christine Collins)
Best Camerawork:
The Wonders of Wildlife (Andrew Tweed)
Best Use of Sound:
Welcome to Johnton (John Astin)
Best Editing:
Christmas Past (Andrew Tweed)
Best Documentary:
The Vivarais Revisited (John Astin)
Commended:
Kite Festival (Andrew Saunders)
Parascending (Max Bender)
Imagine That - One (Andrew Saunders)
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Here is a list of links to all the eligible films entered in this year’s competition for
members to revisit.
Time Link
Film
Film
Title
Maker
Design

Andrew
Saunders

1.48 https://youtu.be/GGvNhZPW
Xgk

Imagine
That Two

Andrew
Saunders

3.01 https://youtu.be/Ixhmne2Bt
Z0

Kite
Festival

Andrew
Saunders

4.23 https://youtu.be/lKqqZcieEIk

Mary in Andrew
Saunders
the
Morning

3.42 https://youtu.be/vHq0M1uH
VzY

Imagine
That One

Andrew
Saunders

3.42 https://youtu.be/I7tETsgHZE
4

What did
you do in
Lockdown
Grandad

Andrew
Tweed

20.4 https://youtu.be/R4Kl8LS1qk
9
k

Frinton
Summer
2020

Andrew
Tweed

3.51 https://youtu.be/J7fxOCtl_F
0

Christmas
Past

Andrew
Tweed

2.18 https://youtu.be/rWDOoWA
cr70

The
Andrew
Wonders Tweed
of Wildlife

12.2 https://youtu.be/9JErQuiLuE
5
4

The
Appeal
of WW1

Christine
Collins

8.25 https://vimeo.com/4808035
92

Helter
Skelter

Eric
Jukes

3.55 https://vimeo.com/4534933
46
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NB. The first 10 seconds
are silent.

Wish
you
Were
Here

Eric
Jukes

4.03 https://vimeo.com/4533586
61

Graffiti

Eric
Jukes

2.59 https://vimeo.com/4538523
77

The
Vivarais
Revisited

John
Astin

12.0 https://vimeo.com/4481310
6
55

Lockdow John
n One
Astin

8.26 https://vimeo.com/5023627
29

Welcome
to
Johnton

John
Astin

8.05 https://vimeo.com/4352825
01

The
Carrapatelo
Dam

Max
Bender

4.38 https://youtu.be/QEUMfuPlF
Qg

With a
Little Help
from my
Friends

Max
Bender

2.45 https://youtu.be/smMHY1P
mkR0

Vampire

Max
Bender

3.06 https://youtu.be/cUz8_e8nZ
Mc

The
Aquarium

Max
Bender

2.15 https://youtu.be/0aLxtk3DA
ec

Paracending

Max
Bender

5.46 https://youtu.be/rA9pMXEu
cYk

Cornwall
with the
Grandsons

Phil
Elmer

18.1 https://youtu.be/F_FcoeM4S https://youtu.be/lj7YMoMT
5
7k
9Q4 Through no fault of the

A Holiday
&
Wedding
in Latvia.

Sid
12.2 https://youtu.be/rBYnBN9A8
Dawkins 4
vc

film maker, please view these
two files as one film.
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NORTH THAMES KO COMPETITION HELD ON 1/6/21.
(from Penny, your roving reporter)
Due to the Covid situation, the annual competition could not be held in a hall, so
Colchester offered to organise and run it via zoom. There were a few problems with
getting ‘registered’ if you were going to attend, and I had great difficulty in joining the
meeting on the night, but I got there eventually, (maybe I was having ‘an old person’s
moment ‘ but I don’t like to think so). Perhaps if others had the same problems they just
gave up trying, hence only four PBFM members there, Christine, Bob, Andrew T and me,
apologies if I missed you out. There were 32 ‘log ons’, 28 attending and 7 clubs entering,
and the whole evening was ‘live streamed’ to YouTube.
Their system was nowhere near as easy to use as when Andrew Tweed does ours so thanks
for that Andrew and keep up the good work. We appreciate all that you do to keep us in
touch for PBFM zoom meetings.
Now, on to the competition. The judges were Ben Simon, (he has judged lots of our
competitions), Geoff Harmer and Peter Hearn. The chap who did all the in-between chat
was Colchester member Alex Gwyther and the techno chap was Andy Merz. Both did a
good job and had obviously taken a lot of trouble to organise it.
The list and links for each entry had been sent out a few days beforehand as there wouldn’t
be time to watch each film on the night, but a 2 minute excerpt from each one was shown
with the maker having a chance to say a few words first, and Q&A afterwards before the
judges comments.
Don’t forget, the following are my thoughts with a few snippets of the judges’ comments,
so if you saw the films you may well disagree.
COLCHESTER FILM MAKERS, ‘VANDAL WATCH’ .
https://vimeo.com/433092367

11 MINS 21 SECS

What a lovely nature film taken by the maker in his garden when he spotted that
something was digging a little trail in some of the fine ground covering. Wanting to know
what is was, he built his own hide and even sported some camouflage netting. We saw
various birds, slugs, snails, squirrels, and even a cat on its night time patrols as he also
treated himself to a ‘night vision ’camera. Nice calm and informative commentary with a
slight touch of humour. And who was ‘The Vandal?, Cheeky Blackbirds gathering
material for their nests.
(No Q&A, Judges enjoyed it but no notable comments)
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD MOVIEMAKERS. ‘USING CORRUGATED BITUMEN
SHEETS TO RE ROOF A GARDEN SHED’.
10 MINS 22 SECS.
https://youtu.be/PPAu_hmTjdU
A very detailed documentary about the film maker putting a new roof on his shed. He had
lots of big close-ups of everything, even when sawing the sheets and bashing the nails in
to hold them. He must have had someone using the camera as several, very steady,
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overhead and high up shots, or else a very tall tripod!!! A difficult subject for him to use as
only him doing the DIY, but very informative and well worth making. If he had put it on
YouTube, I am sure he got lots of ‘views’.
(No Q&A or notable comments from the judges).

FINCHLEY FILM MAKERS. ‘NAMIBIA, ITS DESERTS, PEOPLE AND WILD
LIFE’. 9 MINS 50 SECS. https://youtu.be/7rR410aCeZw
A good mix of the people and wild life in Namibia and the surrounding area. Good clear
commentary with the right amount of information without being bombarded with loads of
facts and figures. We saw Rhinos, Elephants, Flamingos, Cheetahs and Leopards etc.
while on a guided tour. Plenty of ‘stops’ and time to film and take photos. Some stills were
mixed in with film too. The ‘in and out’ zooms and pans, showing the desert area, were
just right and enabled you to realise what a vast area it is.
(Q. Why wasn’t African music used? A. The maker said he wanted something different
to what would be expected, but still fitted with the pictures we saw).
PBFM. ‘THE APPEAL OF WW1’ 8 MINS 25 SECS.
https://vimeo.com/480803592
As we know from seeing the film, it’s an extremely good documentary about Christine’s
Grandfather in WW1, when he appealed for exemption to being ‘called up’ due to it
meaning serious hardship. He was married with a wife and their baby and looked after,
and helped, his mother in her newsagents shop, her only source of income. His appeal was
refused the first time but was granted the second time for 14 days. Excellent use of photos
of the various paperwork needed for the appeal and Christine’s commentary linked it all
together. This is no doubt a subject very few people have heard of, or know about, today.
The BIAFF judges awarded it 4 stars.
(Q from the judges. Were any other titles considered as they thought it was misleading but
agreed that the film was well researched. A. No, as this was what the film was about).
(My thoughts……..this is the first time I have ever heard judges, or other film makers for
that matter, criticise the title of a film. It’s your film so you can call it what you like as far
as I am concerned. By their comments it seemed that the judges didn’t like not having a
clue as to what the film was about before they watched it. What a cheek !!!!!! At least it
made a nice change from some of the very boring titles we come across).
SOUTH EAST ESSEX. ‘THE BUCKET LIST’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Or6217A3yQY

8 MIN 33 SECS.

The film opens to show an elderly chap who lives in a residential home. He is sitting in
the garden on a bench writing his ‘Bucket List’ when a young girl comes along and joins
him. He explains what a bucket list is, tells her what he is doing and why, and she tells him
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what she would like to do in her life. She comes back another day to be told that the old
chap had died so she promises to do what is on his list as none of the things had been
ticked off. Nice close ups of their faces and when his carer in the home tells the girl of his
death, she showed her sorrow quite well.
(no Q&A but one judge thought it was ‘too much like a play’ (??) but good to see a
drama)
STAINES VIDEO MAKERS. ‘LONDON, CHRISTMAS 2020’
SECS. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pce7UF58lgI

3 MINS 37

Opens with the big Christmas tree in London all lit up and we are taken round to see ‘the
lights’. We could see that there were nowhere near as many people, due to the Covid virus
R&R, but still lovely to see the decorations and bright lights. There were some food stalls
there but little trade being done. Seeing a lot of almost deserted side streets made you
realise what a very bizarre and unreal time we were all going through. This was a film to a
record, the song being,’ All I want for Christmas is You’ but I didn’t see, if it was there,
who the singing group was.
(Q from one judge, Why weren’t the pictures cut to the beat of the music? A, Not long
enough ‘sentences’ in the song to do this, would have made it too jerky and more like a
pop video).
Judges comments….Didn’t think the song fitted with the visuals. Wanted more
movement in the film.
(My thoughts… It seemed as if they wanted doom and gloom to show how Covid had
affected the usual happy ‘London Christmas Lights Event’, but I thought it did that by
showing the lack of people about and very few things going on. I liked the music as to
me, it showed how we were still trying to have a good time but very aware that it was not
able to be like that in 2020.)
HARROW FILM MAKERS ‘THE JOYS OF CANAL LIVING’.
SECS. https://youtu.be/M7sdxt4peBg

14 MINS 55

Quite interesting film about living on a canal boat. One couple started their married life on
one as neither had homes of their own. We saw some of the inside of their boat and how
cosy it was with pictures of their daughter in the background. One chap said he preferred
not to live ‘on land’ as likes to only stay in one place for a max of 6 weeks. He also
mentioned that if you live on a canal boat you don’t pay poll tax !!!!! There seems to be a
very good social life as meet up with friends and other boat people on their travels.
(Q & A. None.)
Judges comments. Found it intriguing. Thought almost 15 min would be too long but had
not seemed that long when watching it.
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THE JUDGES RESULTS…………..
First place……...The Joys of Canal Living
Second place……Vandal Watch
Third place……..Namibia

MY CHOICE
First place……...The Appeal of WW1
Second place…...Vandal Watch
Third place……..Namibia
For me ‘The Joys of Canal Living’ was much too long and wordy. A lot of them ‘speaking
to camera’ could have been used as ‘voice overs’ with more shots of them travelling along
the canals and showing the interesting things going on both beside the canal and on the
water. More of what the boat was like inside, and how the smallish space was utilised,
would have helped.
Regardless of ‘The Appeal of WW1’ being the one representing PBFM, I thought it was
much more interesting, and not only told us about something most of us had never heard
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of, but also showed just how much research had been done to find the black and white
photos of the soldiers and tanks etc used in that war along with the family photos.
The judges gave some helpful comments, (not all included here but copies were given to
the film makers), and some criticism too. We often disagree with their decision and
sometimes wonder if they were watching the same films as us, but that’s judges for you.
You can’t win if you take on the task of being a judge !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

“Call my agent”
A surprising French gem of a comedy with subtitles. I thoroughly enjoyed the superb
acting, and whoever talked actual actors into playing themselves comically, it was fun!
Such a good storyline and very original, too. Netflix distributed it and called “Call my
agent” Look out in the last episode with French speaking Sigourney Weaver, of Alien
fame.
I don’t subscribe to on demand platforms such as Netflix as I already watch terrestrial via
a TV licence, not that I disagree with the fee but the outdated way of subscribing and I
think the BBC missed a trick by continuing to have a fee for everything by household
when maybe they should have made one and two free with subscription to everything else,
such as the Iplayer, after all the Netflix and Sky successes.
Anyway, that said, Helen my daughter does have Netflix which she can watch anywhere
and she introduced to me this French drama of 4 seasons of 6 one hour episodes from
2015-2020 .Now unlike Hollywood, this more my taste, the filming quality and angles of
shot together with that French pace of edit and, yes, unless you know the language you
have to zip through the subs which are a little fast, but you get the drift of the story from
the visual and as we all like the working mechanics of filmmaking, so you will all be
nodding your heads in “Ahh yes!”
Andrew Saunders
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“A Little Happening, happening”
This film was made around 1984 by FOUR SQUARE PRODUCTIONS on Super 8 film with a
sound stripe attached. It has now been digitalised so that we were able to watch it from
Christine Collin’s computer, over Zoom, on Thursday 10 June 2021.
Miss Doris Marbles, amateur detective, arrives by steam train to stay at Little Happening
and notes that the church clock is not working. She attends a meeting with many of the
villagers to discuss ways to raise money to repair it. The following morning she walks into
the village and meets an antiques salesman. Later, there is a village fair and she discovers
a plot to steal a valuable vase from the bric-a-brac stall, but the thief is then found
murdered! The police investigate, the vase is located in the clock tower and the murderer
is unmasked in this 32 minute spoof “Who Done It”, much of it filmed in and around
Potters Bar. Penny Love remembers;
THE ORIGINAL GROUP WAS CALLED FOURSQUARE PRODUCTONS AND CONSISTED OF
...DORIS PICKETT, PENNY LOVE, DEREK WILSON AND JENNY LEE, BUT QUITE SOON, BOB
CHESTER AND CHRISTINE COLLINS JOINED US. “6 SQUARE” DIDN’T SOUND RIGHT, SO WE
STAYED WITH THE ORIGINAL NAME.

CAST LIST.
Miss Doris Losta Marbles

Doris Pickett

Lady Olgin

Edith Pickering

Rev Pew

John Astin
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Gloria Knightshift

Heather Hawkes

Doctor Piles

Derek Wilson

Hetty Kett the maid

Elaine Bowyer

Madam Claire Voyant

Penny Love

Ben Dover the gardener

Ron Ablett

Arthur Nicker, antiques dealer Wilf Aston
Inspector Ivor Clue

Cliff Clifford

Train station Porter

Tony Loader

Major Roada-Head

Doug Sinclair

Mustafa Moussaka

Bob Chester

Constable C60

Roy Wainwright

Miss Pinkham

Helen Smeal

Sergeant Holdem

Mike Harper

Fete ladies

Sheila Wilson, Babs Collins, Jenny Lee, Di Gzzard, Stella
Loader.

Camera

Penny Love

Sound

Derek Wilson
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Continuity

Jenny Lee

Titles/graphics

Doris Pickett and Wilf Aston

Script/ direction

Christine Collins

Thanks were given to West Park Lodge Hotel, and Elm Court for the use of their field for
the fete.
The rail station was a ‘closed’ one at Stanstead Abbotts. It poured with rain that day so
had to put a plastic bag over the camera.
The policeman’s uniform was hired. The police station was in Bob’s flat. The fete was
‘faked in the field behind Elm Court and we filmed at a real fete and edited it in. As many
as possible of club members joined in either as a character or ‘extra’s’. The vase falling off
the shelf was filmed in Penny’s garage but a painted flower pot was used as it needed to
break. Christine’s Mum kept a note book by the bed and noted possible names of
characters. Wilf made the fortune tellers sign and Bob had the vicar’s car number plate
made up. The statuette called ‘an Ethel Rolands’ was as Babs knew a girl at her school
who was ‘horrible’ so we called it that.
Such good and happy memories of that film that when we speak of it we laugh and keep
saying about things we remember.
Doris had loads of lines to remember and she said she even propped the script up on the
taps when she was in the bath!!!!!!!
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A real fun film from the moment it was first thought of and every time we think about it.
Thanks to Christine Collins for the screen shots.

It is hoped that the club will make another group film to get the members back together
when we return to Wyllyotts in September. Ed Kinge has a draft script for us to consider.
All suggestions gratefully received.
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Thinking Ahead…
The committee are considering how to make the transition from Zoom back to meeting
together and are aware that some members may not feel comfortable doing that to
begin with. It may be that meetings take place at Wyllyotts and are broadcast
simultaneously on Zoom, so that those who cannot, or do not feel confident to attend,
are able to participate in Thursday club nights via the internet.

And finally…
A screen shot from the John Astin Tribute evening, taken by Andrew Tweed.

I have received a number of appreciative emails about the “John Astin Tribute News
Letter”. Thank you all for your kind words, I am really pleased that people liked it, and
that it helps to mark John’s huge achievements in film making and as a PBFM member.
Max Bender
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All articles written by the editor unless credited otherwise, with grateful
thanks to all the contributors and “Roving Reporter”, Penny Love

Distribution Dates for Next Newsletter.
Please send your articles or comments for inclusion
In the Autumn Newsletter to:The PBFM Editor – Max Bender

bender@screaming.net
by the following dates:Last dates for Hard Copy Input to the editor 1st October 2021
Last dates for Contributions by e-mail 8th October 2021
(WORD documents, font 14, with JPEG photographs separately)
E-mail and Hard Copy Distribution date 15th October 2021
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